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Abstract This paper analyzes the traffic of a current LTE network in China and investigates the joint op-

timization of content object caching and scheduling for in-radio access network (RAN) caches. Cooperative

caching has been well recognized as a way of unleashing the ultimate potential of in-RAN caches, yet its feasibil-

ity is still unexplored. Moreover, content object caching and scheduling are two key issues for cache deployment,

which are usually jointly considered and resolved. However, they are triggered by different events with differ-

ent time granularities. Therefore, on the basis of the real-world dataset, the feasibility of in-RAN cooperative

caching is proved from aspects of network topology, traffic load difference among small base stations (SBSs)

and correlation analysis of content objects requested at different SBSs. Then, it is verified that different time

scales should be considered in making content object caching and scheduling decisions. To exploit in-RAN

cooperative caching while meeting the time scale requirement in making caching and scheduling decisions, an

optimization problem is constructed considering practical transmission constraints in wireless and backhaul. It

is proved to be a quadratic assignment problem, and then, a joint caching, and wireless and backhaul scheduling

algorithm is proposed based on Lagrangian relaxation and decomposition, and hastening branch and bound.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated based on the real-world dataset. Results depict the

relationship among the cache capacity, the number of SBSs, the connection probability of SBSs and the objective

performance, and show that the proposed algorithm can achieve better performance, compared with the existing

algorithms.
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1 Introduction

More than 50 billion wireless devices are expected to utilize the cellular network services by the end of

the year 2020, resulting in an unprecedented growth of global mobile data traffic with 30.5 exabytes per

month [1]. With the goal of sustaining the vast array of connected wireless devices and the surging traffic,

as well as enriching quality of experience (QoE) for mobile users (MUs), the current cellular networks

are evolving towards 5th generation (5G) networks. One of the emerging trends in the evolution of the
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envisioned 5G networks is the deployment of small-cell networks (SCNs), where femto-, pico- and micro-

cells are overlaid in traditional macro-cell aiming to increase network capacity by making cells smaller and

thus reducing the distances between small base stations (SBSs) and MUs. It has been widely recognized

that the SCNs can significantly improve network coverage and MUs’ QoE, and boost system capacity [2].

Meanwhile, the importance of backhaul network is underscored with the unabated proliferation of

terminal devices with huge rise of data-hungry services, e.g., multimedia streaming. Under this context,

in-radio access network (RAN) caching, which integrates caches into the RAN to cache popular content

objects, e.g., associates caches with SBSs, has recently attracted considerable attentions. As the Internet

content objects, such as videos, audios, APPs, etc., are accessed by MUs through cellular networks, the

trips of them from the content distribution network (CDN) or Internet data center (DC) to MUs may

make MUs’ content requests and transports experience backhaul link bottleneck, variable round trip time

(RTT) and content server response latency. By distributing storage resources near MUs, in-RAN caching

yields less access delays of the requested content objects and releases the backhaul usage. As a result,

in-RAN caching is considered as one of the most disruptive paradigms in 5G networks, and has begun to

be commercialized by wireless industries, e.g., Altobridge’s “Data at the Edge” solution [3] and Saguna

Networks’ Open RAN platform [4].

Excellent works have been done to improve the performance of the caching system, yet very few works

explore the following problems.

Problem 1: Is it feasible to improve the performance of in-RAN caching system by means of cooperative

caching? Cooperative caching has been widely recognized as an efficient method for improving overall

caching performance. However, the feasibility of cooperative caching in RAN has rarely been investigated.

Problem 2: Should content object caching and scheduling be jointly considered? Content object caching

and scheduling are two key issues for deploying in-RAN caches, which often in the relevant literatures

are either separately determined, or jointly considered and resolved within the same time scale. Which

way is more reasonable considering the differences and correlations between them?

Problem 3: How to unleash the ultimate potential of in-RAN caches? The well tuned content object

caching and scheduling strategies for in-RAN caches should consider the features of RAN, e.g., the traffic

conditions of SBSs, the degrees of freedom in selecting wireless and backhaul links, the possibility of

global optimization of caching resource, etc.

Keeping these motivation problems in mind, we analyze the measured dataset which is a six-day trace of

all requests and corresponding replies of an LTE network in China, and then study the joint optimization

of content object caching and scheduling for in-RAN caches based on the findings. Specifically, the main

contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) Traffic analysis of a current LTE network: On the basis of the real-world dataset, we prove the

feasibility of in-RAN cooperative caching, and find that the content caching and scheduling problems

should be resolved at different time scales for being triggered by different events with different time

scales.

(2) Formulation of transmission delay minimization problem: To minimize the content object transmis-

sion delay, the joint content object caching and scheduling problem is constructed, considering practical

transmission constraints in wireless and backhaul, as well as the time granularity requirement in making

caching and scheduling decisions.

(3) Joint caching, and wireless and backhaul scheduling (JCWBS) algorithm: The formulated problem

is proved to be a quadratic assignment problem (QAP), and the binary solution is obtained based on

Lagrangian relaxation and decomposition, and hastening branch and bound (B&B). By utilizing the

real-world dataset, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related works. Section 3

depicts the analysis of the obtained real-world dataset. Section 4 presents system framework, models

and constraints. Section 5 provides problem formulation, solution methodology and proposed algorithm.

Section 6 evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper

and depicts the future work.
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2 Related work

A significant body of works have tried to investigate the performance of caching system. In [5], the

evidence of the potential gains associated with the deployment of micro CDN technologies in Internet

Service Provider (ISP) networks is provided on the basis of traffic analysis of Orange network in France.

In [6], the detailed characterization and comparison of content delivery systems are provided from the

perspective of traffic flowing in and out of the University of Washington. However, very few works

focus on the analysis of RAN traffic, and address the caching and scheduling problems based on their

characteristics.

In parallel with the aforementioned works which mainly focus on the traffic characteristic analysis, the

content object caching strategy, and its associated scheduling problem have also been extensively studied

for web caching and distributed storage systems, e.g., CDNs [7] and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks [8].

The efficiency of the caching strategy is limited by the number of content objects that can be stored,

but caches associated with SBSs are more tend to be designed much smaller in comparison with storage

units in CDN or ISP DC, considering the fact that the overall cost of distributed caches can be high due

to the huge number of deployed SBSs if caches with larger capacity are utilized.

In in-network caching architectures, operators can cache popular content objects in the Evolved Packet

Core (EPC) or the RAN, e.g., in dedicated core network (CN) elements or at the cellular BSs. In [9], a

cost model is proposed to estimate caching at different levels in the 3G CN hierarchy. In [10], the gains for

caching different types of content objects at serving gateway (S-GW) in an LTE network are compared.

Compared with EPC caching, one important feature of in-RAN caching is that the number of MUs

served by individual BSs is usually small and they usually move frequently, resulting in low-to-moderate

hit ratios. More intelligent caching and scheduling strategies are mandatory for in-RAN caches.

In context of in-RAN caches, prior arts have delved into the content object caching and scheduling

problems in [11–15]. In [11], the content object caching problem is formulated to minimize the access

delay. In [12], an user preference profile based caching strategy is proposed. However, the focus of above

researches is mainly on the optimization of content object caching, while ignoring the content object

scheduling decisions. The problem of how to deliver the cached content object to ultimate destinations

is studied from perspectives of minimizing transmission delay in [13], and reducing energy consumption

in [14,15]. However, where to cache each content object (the caching strategy) affects how to fetch it (the

scheduling strategy), while how to schedule each content object also in turn affects the effectiveness of

the caching strategy. Thus, the two problems are interrelated and interact with each other, and should

be jointly considered.

The problem of joint content object caching and scheduling has been investigated in [16,17]. In [16], the

problem is investigated with the aim of minimizing the average transmission delay. In [17], the caching

domains which support joint caching and scheduling are formed to improve the cache hit ratio. Even the

two problems interact with each other, content object caching and scheduling are usually triggered by

different events, where the content object caching decision is based on the change of content popularity

which might be on time scale of several or a dozen hours, while the content object scheduling decision

should be made instantaneously at the time the request arrives.

Our work differs from above existing works with the following three aspects: (1) we extensively analyze

the mobile traffic recorded at a current LTE network in China, and study the feasibility of in-RAN

cooperative caching and the difference between “triggers” for content object caching and scheduling;

(2) to minimize the content object transmission delay, we construct the joint content object caching and

scheduling problem based on the findings; (3) to find the optimal binary solution, the joint caching, and

wireless and backhaul scheduling (JCWBS) algorithm is proposed based on Lagrangian relaxation and

decomposition, and hastening B&B, and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified by utilizing

the real-world dataset.
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Table 1 Explanations of fields

Field Description

Time stamp Time instant when a Http request is initiated

User ID Anonymous user ID

Cell ID Indicating the serving cell of each MU

Content ID Requested uniform resource locator (URL)

Content type Application, audio, image, video, text or other

Downstream traffic Actual downstream traffic generated by the content request

3 Traffic analysis

In this section, an overview of the dataset traced at a current cellular network in China is provided.

Then, a detailed analysis of the obtained dataset is presented, which is performed from perspectives

of investigating the feasibility of in-RAN cooperative caching and comparing the difference between

“triggers” for content object caching and scheduling. Besides, two findings are provided corresponding

to Problems 1 and 2 in Section 1.

3.1 Measured dataset

We trace all hypertext transfer protocol (Http) requests and corresponding replies of a real-world LTE

network in China, which covers a comprehensive university campus including areas of teaching, sport-

ing, living, entertainment, etc, from 00:00 on April 10, 2015, to 23:00 on April 15, 2015. Each Http

request/reply transaction has a record of several fields, e.g., time stamp, user identity (ID), cell ID, etc,

the explanations of which are provided in Table 1. During the six-day trace, it is recorded about 62

million Http sessions issued from 3876 MUs which are distributed over 10 LTE SBSs. The total amount

of observed downlink traffic is more than 1.7 TB.

3.2 Feasibility of in-RAN cooperative caching

In the following, we study the feasibility of in-RAN cooperative caching, starting by investigating possible

physical links among SBSs. Then, on the basis of the real-world dataset, we present the traffic load

difference among SBSs over time, and the correlation of content objects requested at different SBSs.

3.2.1 Physical links among SBSs

SBSs in the same network domain could connect indirectly via a “U-turn” through an aggregation gateway,

which acts as concentrator for S1 interface, along the path to the CN. Access options, e.g., point-to-point

fiber, gigabit-capable passive optical network (GPON) and bonded high-rate digital subscriber line (DSL),

as well as line-of-sight (LOS) wireless and non-LOS are possible solutions for the above backhaul links.

Other than the indirect connections, SBSs in LTE (-A) can directly communicate with their neighbor

SBSs with X2 interface, using point-to-point microwave, millimeter wave or optical fiber as the physical

X2 link solution [18].

The direct and indirect links among SBSs lay the foundation for their associated caches to cooperate

with each other.

3.2.2 Traffic load difference among SBSs

The snapshots of the traffic loads at different SBSs are provided in Figure 1, which illustrates the traffic

loads of 10 SBS at 9:00, 13:00, 17:00 and 21:00, on April 12 (weekend) and April 15 (workday). Each SBS

is represented by a circle, the color of which is corresponding to the traffic load: the heavier the traffic

load is, the lighter the color is. As we focus on the difference of the traffic loads among SBSs, the values

of the traffic loads are normalized to [0, 1]. It can be observed that the traffic load of one SBS changes

over time which may result from the change of MUs’ locations or interests. In the space, the traffic load

differs from SBS to SBS, which may caused by the difference of MUs’ distribution on space.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 1 Snapshots of different SBSs’ traffic loads on April 12 (weekend) and April 15 (workday). (a) At 9:00 on April

12; (b) at 13:00 on April 12; (c) at 17:00 on April 12; (d) at 21:00 on April 12; (e) at 9:00 on April 15; (f) at 13:00 on April

15; (g) at 17:00 on April 15; (h) at 21:00 on April 15.

To quantify the traffic load difference among SBSs, we then depict the maximum and minimum values

of the traffic loads among SBSs in Figure 2. The data is plotted with a resolution of one hour. At the

same time instant, the maximum and minimum values of the traffic loads among SBSs are connected by a

vertical line, thus the longer the length of the vertical line, the bigger the difference of traffic loads among

SBSs. It is shown that the traffic load is usually higher in the daytime (10 a.m.–9 p.m.) than at night

(2 a.m.–6 a.m.). Besides, the traffic loads of different SBSs are quite different in the daytime, implying

that the available resources, e.g., bandwidth and computing resources, are different for different SBSs.

Thus, except for serving its own MUs, SBSs with light traffic are capable of cooperating with others.

3.2.3 Cross correlation of content objects requested at different SBSs

We use cross correlation ratio (CCR) to estimate the degree of correlation of the content object sets

requested at different SBSs. The CCR is a measure of cross similarity based on the Jaccard coefficient

which indicates the proportion of objects in common between two given sets and is expressed as

J (ψx, ψy) =
|ψx ∩ ψy|

|ψx ∪ ψy|
, (1)

where ψx and ψy denote any two different sets, | · | is the cardinality of the set and J (ψx, ψy) = 0 if

ψx = ψy = ∅. Then the cross correlation function is defined as

CCR (n) =
1

|I|

|I|
∑

i=1





1

J

J
∑

j=1

J
(

Ci,Π
j
i,n

)



 . (2)

In (2), Ci is set of the unique content objects requested at SBS i during one day; Πj
i,n is the set of the

unique content objects requested at other n SBSs at the same time period except for SBS i; j is the index

of the set; J is the total number of the set Πj
i,n; I is the set of all the SBS and |I| = 10 in this paper.

Figure 3 shows CCR(n) for n = {1, 2, . . . , 9} averaged over six days. The results of CCR in terms

of the number of content requests and the generated traffic are also provided. It can be observed that

CCRs increase as the number of SBSs in the set Πi,n increases. For instance, about 14% of the content

objects requested at one SBS in one day is the same with that requested at other n = 1 SBSs in the same

time horizon, accounting for 22% and 11% of the total number of the content requests and the generated
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traffic, respectively. While for n = 9 SBSs, the CCRs in terms of the content objects, the number of

content requests and the generated traffic are 24%, 32% and 18%, respectively. The higher the value of

the CCR, the larger the probability that SBSs can cooperate with each other.

After investigating the possible physical links, the traffic load difference among SBSs and the cross

correlation of content objects requested at different SBSs, here we can obtain the following finding.

Finding 1. It is feasible to leverage cooperation to unleash the ultimate potential of in-RAN caches.

3.3 Difference between “triggers” for content object caching and scheduling

The change of request arrival often acts as a “trigger” for the updating of the content object scheduling

algorithm, while the change of content popularity is generally the determining factor that drives the

updating of the content object caching algorithm. Figure 4 provides the number of content requests

received at different SBSs, where the horizontal axis shows the particular point in time and each asterisk

represents the number of content requests received at one SBS within one hour. It can be observed that

other than the deep sleeping time (0 a.m.–5 a.m.), the average number of arrived content requests per

hour is changed on the order of several hundred, implying a great fluctuation in available resources at

SBS, and thus the content object scheduling algorithm should be adjusted accordingly to exploit the

freedom of serve node selection.

Next, the quantization index of auto correlation ratio (ACR) is used to demonstrate the temporal

evolution of the requested content objects. The ACR is a measure of auto similarity of one set and is

also based on the Jaccard coefficient. The auto correlation function can be described as

ACR(α) =
1

|I|

|I|
∑

i=1





1

Nα

∑

α1,α2:|α1−α2|=α

J (Ci,α1, Ci,α2)



 , (3)

where Ci,α1 is the set of content objects requested at SBS i at time t = α1; Ci,α2 is the set of content

objects requested at SBS i after t = α hours later; α1 and α2 are integers; Nα is the number of pairs of α1

and α2 which satisfy |α1−α2| = α and α1, α2 < 24. Figure 5 depicts the ACR(α) for α = {1, 2, . . . , 23},

where the gray area shows standard deviation as error bars and the horizontal axis expresses α. It can

be observed that the ACR of the content objects changes slowly which at least over several hours, e.g.,

it changes about 0.3% within 12 h. Considering the results in Figure 4, Finding 2 can be obtained.

Finding 2. Content object caching and scheduling decisions should be made at different time scales,

since they are triggered by different events with different time granularities.

In the following, we focus on the problem—how should in-RAN caches cooperate with each other based

on Findings 1 and 2.

Notations: We use the bold curlicue characters to denote sets, e.g, I is the set of all SBSs. It is

assumed that each SBS is associated with only one cache, the index of SBS, i.e., i ∈ I, is reused for the

cache associated with SBS i (short for cache i). Some other notations are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 A list of notations

K The set of MUs

L The set of backhaul links

M Number of time slot (TS) per time interval (TI)

Ni The maximal number of MUs served by SBS i

N̂j The maximal number of users served by cache j

Nrec
i,m Number of content-receiving MUs served by SBS i at the mth TS

N̂rec
j,m Number of content-receiving users served by cache j at the mth TS

φ(k) The content object requested by MU k

dm
i,k

The wireless transmission delay between SBS i and MU k at the mth TS

d̂m
j,i,k

The backhaul transmission delay between cache j and SBS i at the mth TS

Θi The set of content objects stored in cache i

sk The size of content object φ(k)

Φi The capacity of cache i

4 System framework, models and constraints

4.1 System framework based on software defined features

We study the downlink operation of a cache enabled cellular network with software defined features [13],

like the one presented in Figure 6. SBSs can be connected with each other in the same network domain

with a probability, and then converged to the CN via backhaul links. The SBS is able to send periodical

statistics of link states and load information to the central orchestrator. The orchestrator located behind

Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) is an edge node in the CDN near SCN, and can communicate

with caches via out-of-band communication links, e.g., in the optical-fibre based network, a single circuit

can provide multiple interfaces sharing one physical link, and thus one or more of these interfaces can be

used for out-of-band data transmission between the central orchestrator and the cache.

SBS associated with cache: Each SBS is equipped with the ability of filtering MU’s packets, extracting

the destination address and redirecting the content request. Caches are able to store popular content

object to reduce content object transmission delay.

Orchestrator: The orchestrator is able to periodically make and give out caching decisions, and coor-

dinate all in-RAN caches through wireless and in-RAN backhaul links to schedule the content objects to

the content-requesting MUs.

The content requests issued by MUs are redirected to the orchestrator under a series of standard

procedures within CDN. According to the type of the content server node, there are three cases when
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CDN or data center

Internet

Orchestrator

Backhaul
network

S-GW     P-GW

Out-of-band communication

Evolved packet core

Figure 6 An illustration of the discussed framework. (a) An overview of the system framework; (b) an example of the

caching system.

the MU gets service.

Case 1. If the requested content object is stored in the cache of the serving SBS, i.e., the local cache

hit happens, the content request is locally served.

Case 2. If the orchestrator cannot retrieve the requested content object from the global content object

log, the request is forwarded to the CDN or the ISP DC.

Case 3. If not, the requested content object will be extracted from other caches and sent back to the

serving SBS under the schedule of the orchestrator utilizing the backhaul link log, the wireless link log

and the global content object log which are defined in Subsection 4.2.

As Case 3 contains cooperation among caches and is the key and the most challenging case of in-RAN

caching, it thus will be mainly discussed in the following.

4.2 System model

(1) The backhaul link log: The backhaul network can be modeled as a connected graph B = {I,L}

named as the backhaul link log, where I is the set of all SBSs and L labels all links among SBSs.

(2) The wireless link log: The set of all MUs is K with integer index k. The wireless link log can be

mathematically described as a matrix W = [ei,k]|I|×|K|,which expresses whether SBS i ∈ I is available

for MU k ∈ K. If the reference signal received power (RSRP) recieved by MU k from SBS i is greater

than a certain threshold δ, ei,k = 1, otherwise ei,k = 0. The wireless link log can be maintained in the

orchestrator by utilizing results from the MU assisted cell reselection measurement [19].

(3) The global content object log: The global content object log is defined asΘ=
{

Θ1, . . . ,Θi, . . .Θ|I|

}

,

where Θi is a list of content objects cached in SBS i consisting of the index of the content object and its

corresponding request times at SBS i.

4.3 Caching and cooperation constraints

Without loss of generality, the time is slotted and divided into time intervals (TIs) with lTI hours consisting

of several time slots (TSs) with length lTS. It is assumed that the length of TI is an integral multiple

of TS, denoted as lTI = M · lTS where M is a positive integer. The caching decisions can be updated

with period of TI, e.g., at predictably low traffic times, such as at midnight or early morning hour, while

all in-RAN caches can be coordinated to perform scheduling decisions at the beginning of any TS. For

clarity, the following paper is discussed within one reference TI, e.g., the sth TI.

Let φ(k) denote the content object requested by MU k and binary variable yi,k indicate whether the

requested content object φ(k) is stored in cache i ∈ I (yi,k = 1) or not (yi,k = 0). Since the capacity of
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each cache is limited, the total size of the content objects stored in cache i is constrained which can be

expressed as
∑

k∈K

yi,k · sk 6 Φi, ∀i, (4)

where sk denotes the size of the content object φ(k) and Φi is the capacity of cache i.

Further, denote binary scheduling indicator variable at the mth TS as xmj,i,k, ∀j, i ∈ I, k ∈ K, m ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,M}. xmj,i,k = 1 denotes that the content-requesting MU k is associated with SBS i and cache j

is selected as the content server, at the mth TS, otherwise, xj,i,k,m = 0. Note that j = i denotes a local

hit event, i.e., the content-requesting MU k is associated with and directly served by SBS i.

As each content request is satisfied with one cache, xmj,i,k meets with

∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

xmj,i,k = 1, ∀k,m. (5)

Besides, only the cache which stores the content object φ(k) can be selected, thus

xmj,i,k 6 yj,k, ∀j, i, k,m. (6)

In addition, to guarantee the minimal backhaul and wireless transmission rates, the following con-

straints should be satisfied,
∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k 6 N̂j − N̂ rec
j,m, ∀j, (7)

∑

j∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k 6 Ni −N rec
i,m, ∀i, (8)

where N̂j and Ni are the maximal numbers of users served by cache j and SBS i, respectively, and N̂ rec
j,m

and N rec
i,m are the numbers of content-receiving users associated with cache j and SBS i at the mth TS.

4.4 Wireless and backhaul transmission models

The total transmission delay includes the wireless transmission delay of delivering the content object

from the serving SBS to the content-requesting MU, and the backhaul transmission delay of delivering

the requested content object from the content object server cache to the serving SBS.

Taking into consideration common content objects such as video chunks and APPs, both the time of

the first chunk of the content object received by the MU (i.e., the startup time), and the time of the

whole content object received by the MU, are important factors of MU’s QoS. Since the period of content

object transmission is much greater than the time scale of resource scheduling (e.g., that in LTE (-A)

physical and multimedia access control layers), it is more rational that the orchestrator only considers

the average wireless transmission rate, and each SBS implements the fine resource scheduling, coding,

modulation and interference management [20]. Specifically, the average wireless transmission delay of

delivering the content object from SBS i to MU k at the mth TS, dmi,k, can be calculated as

dmi,k =
sk

ωm
i,k · ci

, (9)

where ωm
i,k denotes the fraction of bandwidth that SBS i uses to serve MU k at the mth TS, and satisfies

∑

k∈K ω
m
i,k = 1; ci is the total bandwidth of SBS i. Assuming the content object transmission meets with

the fairness criteria , i.e., all content object transmissions equally share the total bandwidth, thus

ωm
i,k =

1
∑

j∈I

∑

k∈K x
m
j,i,k +N rec

i,m

.

The backhaul transmission delay can be obtained with the method in [21]. Every SBS periodically

probes the RTT from its reachable in-RAN caches and sends the results to the orchestrator. Then the

backhaul transmission delay of delivering content object φ(k) from cache j to SBS i at the mth TS is

d̂mj,i,k = sk · min
l∈Lm

j,i

{

tbh
}

, (10)
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where tbh is the transmission delay per bit at link l ∈ Lm
j,i at the mth TS; Lm

j,i ⊂ L is the set of all links

from SBS i to SBS j without loops where the requested content object φ(k) can be found along the links.

5 Problem formulation, solution methodology and proposed algorithm

5.1 Optimization problem formulation

The transmission delay minimization problem is formulated as

P min
{xm

j,i,k
,yj,k}

O =
∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

M
∑

m=1
xmj,i,k ·

(

dmi,k + d̂mj,i,k

)

· pmi,k

s.t. (4), (5), (6), (7), (8).

(11)

In (11), pmi,k is the requesting demand of MU k at SBS i at the mth TS, and can be predicted [22].

Since predictive analytics is not the topic considered in this paper, it is assumed that the value of pmi,k
has been known by using one of the effective prediction methods, such as linear regression and Bayesian

forecasting, based on the obtained historical data.

The optimization problem (11) is a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) and NP-hard.

Proof. The objective function of (11) is a combination of a set of quadratic functions, each of which can

be reformulated as

xmj,i,k ·
(

dmi,k + d̂mj,i,k

)

· pmi,k =

(

(xmj,i,k)
2 sk
ci

+ xmj,i,kg
m
j,i,k + xmj,i,kd̂

m
j,i,k

)

· pmi,k, (12)

where

gmj,i,k =
sk
ci

(

xmj,i,1 + · · ·+ xmj,i,k−1 + xmj,i,k+1 + · · ·+ xmj,i,|K| ) . (13)

Thus, combining (12) and the binary nature of the optimization variables {xmj,i,k, yj,k} yield the opti-

mizaition problem corresponding to the format of QAP, which has been well proved NP-hard in [23].

Considering the complexity of problem (11), it is unpractical to solve it directly. In the following, the

binary variables are first relaxed, and then the problem is decomposed and the solutions can be derived.

5.2 Relaxation and problem decomposition

Relaxing all binary variables {xmj,i,k, yj,k} to real continuous region [0, 1]. By associating with Lagrangian

multipliers µ = {µm
j,i,k, ∀j, i ∈ I, k ∈ K,m ∈ M}, constraint (6) which consists of two optimization vari-

ables, can be incorporated into the objective function of problem (11). Then, the optimization prob-

lem (11) can be divided in to a set of joint wireless and backhaul scheduling problems, P1m, ∀m ∈

{1, 2, . . . ,M}, and a content object caching problem P2, which are described as

P1m min
xm

O1m =
∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k ·
[(

dmi,k + d̂mj,i,k

)

pmi,k + µm
j,i,k

]

s.t. (5), (7), (8), 0 6 xmj,i,k 6 1 ∀j, i, k,
(14)

P2 min
y

O2 = −
∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

(

M
∑

m=1
µm
j,i,k

)

· yj,k

s.t. (4), 0 6 yj,k 6 1, ∀k, j,

(15)

respectively, where xm = {xmj,i,k, ∀j, i ∈ I, k ∈ K} is the content scheduling decision for the mth TS and

y = {ymi,k, ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ K} is the content caching decision for the reference TI. As shown in Figure 7, take the

sth TI as the reference TI, at the beginning of the sth TI, y is obtained by solving P2 and used for content

object caching at the sth TI, i.e., the following M TSs. Rewrite the caching decision with respective to

each TS as {yj,k} = {yj,k,m, ∀j ∈ I, k ∈ K,m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}}, then {yi,k,1} = · · · {yi,k,m} · · · = {yi,k,M}.

While the scheduling decision for the mth TS of the reference TI, xm, is obtained by solving P1m at the

beginning of the mth TS.

Next, we first explore the optimal solutions of P1m and P2 without binary variable regression which

can be used as a benchmark, and then provide their binary solutions.
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P2{yj,k}

m+1

TS 1                       TS m    TS m+1                       TS M

Caching decision

Routing decision

P11{x1
j,i,k}      P1m{xm

j,i,k}  P1m+1{x j,i,k}     P1M{xM
j,i,k}

TI s                                                 TI s+1                                             TI s+2

Figure 7 Different time scales for making caching and scheduling decisions.

5.3 Optimal solutions for sub-problems

The optimization problem P2 becomes a typical linear planning problem and the optimal solution can

be obtained by applying one of the efficient optimization algorithms, such as the simplex method in [24].

The optimization problem P1m is a convex optimization problem.

Proof. It can be seen in P1m that with relaxed xm and fixed µm = {µm
j,i,k}, the objective function is

the sum of a set of quadric functions in terms of xmj,i,k. The proof is similar with (12), except that each

quadric function of P1m contains a product term xmj,i,k ·µ
m
j,i,k, which is a linear factor and has no effect on

the convexity of the function. Therefore, with convex objective function and linear constraints (convex

functions), problem P1m is a convex optimization problem and the optimal solution can be obtained by

solving its dual problem.

Let αm = {αm
k , ∀k ∈ K}, βm =

{

βm
j , ∀j ∈ I

}

and χm = {χm
i , ∀i ∈ I} be the dual multipliers associ-

ated with constraints (5), (7) and (8), respectively. The dual function of P1m is expressed as

Dm =
∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k ·
[(

dmi,k + d̂mj,i,k

)

pmi,k + µm
j,i,k

]

+
∑

k∈K

αm
k

(

∑

j∈I

∑

i∈I

xmj,i,k − 1

)

+
∑

j∈I

βm
j

(

N̂j − N̂ rec
j,m −

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k

)

+
∑

i∈I

χm
i

(

Ni −N rec
i,m −

∑

j∈I

∑

k∈K

xmj,i,k

)

. (16)

Therefore, the optimal solution to the relaxed problem P1m is given by

max
(αm,βm,χm)>0

min
06xm61

Dm (xm,αm,βm,χm) . (17)

Then, the relaxed problem can be solved by one of the efficient optimization algorithms, such as the

interior-point method in [24].

5.4 Binary solutions based on hastening branch and bound (B&B)

To efficiently find the binary solutions of sub-problems P1m and P2, we further propose the JCWBS

algorithm based on hastening B&B, the principle behind which is to perform a systematic enumeration

of candidate solutions by means of state space search. In the following, problem P1m is taken as an

example to explain the main procedure of JCWBS.

Constructing the search space which is represented by a tree structure with the problem P1m as its

root problem P1m,(0). Denote the optimal variables and the optimal solution of P1m,(0) as xm∗,(0) and

O1m∗,(0), respectively. Then, if all elements x
m∗,(0)
j,i,k ∈ xm∗,(0) are binary, the search process is terminated

and the optimal solution of P1m is found. If not, the root problem on the first non-integer x
m∗,(0)
j′,i′,k′ , named

as the branching variable, will be split into two sub-problems P1
m,(0)
(1) and P1

m,(0)
(2) by adding upper bound

and lower bound constraints which can be generally expressed as

P1
m,(0)
(1) min O1m (xm)

s.t. (5), (7), (8), xmj′,i′,k′ = 0,

xmj,i,k > 0, ∀ (j, i, k) \ (j′, i′, k′) ,

(18)
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Algorithm 1 JCWBR

Require: δ → 0+, m ⇐ 1, index⇐1;

input: M ;

while index do

if m > M then

index⇐0

end if

if τ = 0 then
{

µτ
j,i,k

}

|I′|×|I|×|K|
⇐ I

end if

Ô ⇐ O1, P̂ ⇐ P1m(O1m), flag ⇐ 1

while flag do

S ⇐ P̂(0) and call Algorithm 2

x
m,τ ⇐ z

∗

if m == M then

Ô ⇐ O2, P̂ ⇐ P2(O2), flag ⇐ 1

S ⇐ P̂(1) and call Algorithm 2

y
m,τ ⇐ z

∗

end if

µ
m,τ+1
j,i,k

⇐
[

µ
m,τ

j,i,k
+ ετ

(

y
m,τ

j,k
− x

m,τ

j,i,k

)]+

τ ⇐ τ + 1

if |Oτ −Oτ−1| 6 δ then

{xm∗,ym∗} ⇐ {xm,τ ,ym,τ}

m ⇐ m+ 1, flag ⇐0

end if

end while

end while

Algorithm 2 Hastening B&B

Require: Ô(up) ⇐ ∞, z∗ ⇐ ∅;

input: S;

while S 6=null do

pop P̂(j) from S

solve P̂(j) and obtain its optimal

variables z
(j) and Ô(j)

if Ô∗(j) < Ô(up) then

if z
(j) are all integers then

Ô(up) ⇐ Ô(j)

z
∗ ⇐ z

(j)

S ⇐ S\{P̂(j)}

else

split P̂(j) into P̂
(j)
(1)

and P̂
(j)
(2)

if hastening condition is met

delete the corresponding

sub-problem

push another into S

else

S ⇐ S ∪ {P̂
(j)
(1)

}

S ⇐ S ∪ {P̂
(j)
(2)

}

end if

end if

else

S ⇐ S\{P̂∗(j)}

end if

end while

P1
m,(0)
(2) min O1m (xm)

s.t. (5), (7), (8), xmj′,i′,k′ = 1,

xmj,i,k > 0, ∀ (j, i, k) \ (j′, i′, k′) .

(19)

To find the optimal binary solution, the depth-first search can be adopted, which starts at the root

and explores as far as possible along each branch before backtracking the non-visited nodes recorded by

a last-in-first-out stack. Therefore, we first go down to sub-problem P
m,(0)
(1) . The optimal solution and

the optimal value of its objective function can be denoted as xm∗,(1) and O1m∗,(1), respectively. Again if

any value of xm∗,(1) is not binary, the problem will be further split into two more sub-problems.

While splitting or branching the problem at any level tree node, the branch can be pruned with the

hastening condition before solving the problem, which is expressed as the violation of the constraint
∑

j∈I,i∈I x
m
j,i,k = 1, i.e., MU k is not served.

The proposed JCWBS for finding binary solution of P , is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that the

caching variables only need to be determined at integral multiple of M TSs, thus the computation com-

plexity of proposed algorithm is only 1/M of the algorithm where content object caching and scheduling

decisions are determined at the same time scale.

6 Performance evaluation and analysis

In this section, on the basis of real-world dataset used in Section 3, a statistical simulation framework

is developed using MATLAB to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, in terms of the

reductions of transmission delay and the outgoing backhaul traffic.

6.1 Evaluation setup and comparing algorithms

Following SCN simulation setups in [25], |I| SBSs with coverage radius R are randomly and uniformly

dropped in S measured in m2, where |I|πR2/S > 2.5 to assure ultra-dense SBS distribution. Half of
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MUs are uniformly placed in random independent positions within the circle of radius d around the SBSs,

and d is small enough such that the MUs with the corresponding distances would always be associated

with their central SBS. The rest of MUs are uniformly distributed outside all cluster circles. All SBSs

are connected to their closest aggregation gateway (AG), and then connected to the CDN via the CN

and Internet by which the topology of the backhaul network is constructed. SBS j connects SBS i with

probability ρj,i = ζe−dj,i/(dmax−dj,i) [26], where ζ is the parameter of the connection model, dj,i is the

Euclidean distance between SBS j and SBS i and dmax = 50 m is the maximum distance between any

two SBSs. The parameter ζ is adjusted between 0.4 and 0.8 to adapt to different simulation settings. The

total bandwidth of SBS i, ci = 100 Mbps. The average transmission delay between directly connected

SBSs, AGs, and SBSs and AGs are distributed uniformly [1/100 1/40] µs/bit.

The performance of JCWBS is compared with that of the joint caching and wireless scheduling (JCWS)

algorithm, the joint caching and backhaul scheduling (JCBS) algorithm and the upper bound (UB).

JCWS: With randomly selected cooperative cache or CDN strategy on the backhaul side, the JCWS

only considers the joint optimization of caching and wireless scheduling by exploring re-association of

MUs and SBSs, e.g., the content-aware user clustering and content caching algorithm in [14].

JCBS: With initially associated SBSs strategy on the wireless side, JCBS only considers the joint

optimization of caching and backhaul scheduling by bringing the requested content object over more

light traffic-load backhaul links, e.g., the cooperative cache-router caching algorithm in [22].

UB: UB provides the upper bound of the solution of problem (11) which is obtained by solving the

relaxed problem of (11) without binary variable regression. As the UB is not feasible, it is only used as

a benchmark for measuring the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

6.2 Performance analysis

(1) Transmission delay reduction: Denote the average transmission delays (ATDs) obtained in UB,

JCWBS, JCBS and JCWS as dUB, dJCWBS, dJCBS and dJCWS, respectively. Further, it is assumed

that the ATD of the selfish algorithm without any cache cooperation is dsel. The relative ATD reduc-

tion ratio of UB, JCWBS, JCBS and JCWS over the selfish algorithm are defined as (dsel − dUB) /dsel,

(dsel − dJCWBS) /dsel, (dsel − dJCBS) /dsel and (dsel − dJCWS) /dsel, respectively. Figure 8 illustrates cache

capacity versus the ATD reduction ratio. The results with different connection probability among S-

BSs are also provided, by setting ζ = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and denoted as low probability ρ = ρL, medium

probability ρ = ρM and high probability ρ = ρH, respectively. The cache capacity of each SBS is var-

ied from 5% to 85% of the entire unique content object size that requested in its coverage, denoted as

Ω = {5%, 25%, 45%, 65%, 85%}. As expected, increasing the cache capacity and the connection probabil-

ity reduce the ATD for all algorithms as more content requests can be satisfied locally or by cooperation

among caches. In addition to UB, JCWBS results in the largest ATD reduction ratio compared to the

rest algorithms where the maximum difference is up to 42% when Ω = 85% and ρ = ρL. Meanwhile, the

performance of JCWBS is very close to that of UB (less than 5% worse).

In Figure 9, the cache capacity of each SBS is fixed with Ω = 65%, it can be observed that the ATD

reduction of all algorithms increase as the number of SBSs increases. For example, the ATD reduction

ratio of JCWBS increases to 65% with 150 SBSs from 50% with 30 SBSs, when ρ = ρM. Moreover, for

150 SBSs and ρ = ρH, the ATD reduction ratio of JCWBS achieves about 70%, which is 15% and 30%

more than that of JCBS and JCWS, respectively. This is not only because that increasing the number

of SBSs increases the total cache capacity of the system, but also due to the fact that more SBSs brings

more degree of freedom to implement scheduling.

(2) Outgoing backhaul traffic reduction: Next we evaluate the performance of JCWBS in terms of

backhaul traffic reduction ratio, the definition of which is expressed as (̟sel −̟JCWBS) /̟sel, where

̟sel and ̟JCWBS are the generated backhaul traffic owing to cache misses or link congestions of the

selfish algorithm and the JCWBS, respectively. Figure 10 depicts the backhaul traffic reduction ratio

versus the SBSs’ connection probability and the number of MUs, when Ω = 65% and |I| = 120. It is

shown that the backhaul traffic reduction ratio decreases as the number of MUs increases, and increases
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as the connection probability increases. With ρ = ρH and 200 MUs, the backhaul traffic reduction ratio is

about 60%. This is because that the high connection probability among SBSs improves the opportunity

of cooperation, and in turn improves the cache hit ratio and thus reduces the outgoing backhaul traffic.

Seen from Figure 11, where ρ = ρM and the number of MUs equals to 500, the outgoing backhaul traffic

reduction ratio also increases as either the number of SBSs or the cache capacity increases.

7 Conclusion and future work

Corresponding to three motivation problems in Section 1, the following conclusions can be drawn. (1) By

utilizing the real-world dataset, the feasibility of cooperative caching is proved. (2) Further, it is shown

that the problems of content object caching and scheduling should be resolved at different time scales,

for being triggered by different events with different time scales. (3) Based on the findings, the joint

content object caching and scheduling problem is constructed, and the JCWBS is proposed based on La-

grangian relaxation and decomposition, and hastening B&B. The performance of the proposed algorithm

is evaluated, which shows that the proposed algorithm has the advantage on the objective performance

by exploiting the degrees of freedom when selecting wireless and backhaul links. The proposed JCWBS

is a centralized algorithm which needs data convergence, a distributed algorithm will be studied in our

future work.
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